SCOTSURE
WARRANTY

Scottish Motor Trade Association

We’ve got it covered . . .
u

All major mechanical and electrical
components covered against
breakdown or failure

u

Cover for both parts and labour, with
no excess or hidden charges to pay

u

Available for up to 24 months cover

u

No limit to the number of claims you
can make

u

Claim up to the price you have paid
for your vehicle (depending on option
chosen)

u

Up to 60 days continental cover

You can judge a car
by its cover
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u

The service and backing of a leading
Mechanical and Electrical Breakdown
service provider

This is not a warranty document. A full detailed description of this
warranty is shown in the warranty handbook and what is covered
insert.

Scotsure MBI Ltd
Palmerston House
10 The Loan
South Queensferry
EH30 9NS
Tel: 0131 331 5512
Fax: 0131 331 4296

Warranty protection for your vehicle

Warranty

COMPLETE COVER

Keeping you on the road
with quality mechanical
and electrical breakdown

cover

for your vechicle

protection

Why do I need an extended car
warranty?

It’s peace of mind
you can’t afford to be without.

Whatever vehicle you’ve purchased, no
one can guarantee 100% reliability, even
if it’s undergone exhaustive pre-sale
mechanical checks. That’s why a Scotsure
Dealer Guarantee makes so much sense.
It’s the vital back-up that can quickly get
your vehicle back on the road, even if
major components break down.

starter motor

£394

alternator

£406

Why should I choose a Scotsure
warranty?
ignition system

Scotsure is a leading Mechanical and
Electrical Breakdown administrator, so you
can rest assured you’re in good hands.
If your vehicle has a problem, we will deal
with your claim quickly, efficinetly and,
perhaps most importantly of all, fairly.

You have chosen
your vehicle with
care
Now give it the aftercare it really deserves
with quality mechanical and electrical
breakdown dealer guarantee.
A Scotsure Dealer Guarantee covers the
cost of repairing major mechanical and
electrical systems in the event of failure.

Call to secure cover

0131 331 5512

By taking an extended warranty you
protect yourself against unforeseeable
breakdown repair bills. Whatever vehicle
you have purchased, no-one can predict
the future and a Scotsure Warranty can
help ease the stress associated with
unexpected vehicle repair bills.
Our
average warranty claim pay out in the last
quarter of 2016 was in excess of £420 and
is rising month on month! Can you afford
to pay for an unexpected breakdown
cost?

£376

Scotsure MBI has been providing used
car warranties since 1982 and is wholly
owned by the Scottish Motor Trade
Association Ltd. It is this provenance and
experience that ensures that you are in
good hands and all of our warranties are
fully underwritten.

fuel injection

£477

turbo charger

£1023

Ask your dealer about
extended warranty
options available for
your vehicle today!
manual
gearbox

£946
ENCOURAGE - PROMOTE & PROTECT

Established 1903

automatic gearbox

£1491

Please refer to a
warranty
handbook
and What is Covered
insert
for
a
full
definitive list of the
cover available for
your vehicle

